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Abstract
A production-level cloud storage system must be high per-
forming and readily available. It should also meet a Service-
Level Agreement (SLA). The rapid advancement in storage
media has left networking lagging behind, resulting in a major
performance bottleneck for new cloud storage generations.
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) running on lossless
fabrics can potentially overcome this bottleneck. In this paper,
we present our experience in introducing RDMA into the
storage networks of Pangu, a cloud storage system developed
by Alibaba. Since its introduction in 2009, it has proven to be
crucial for Alibaba’s core businesses. In addition to the perfor-
mance, availability, and SLA requirements, the deployment
planning of Pangu at the production scale should consider
storage volume and hardware costs. We present an RDMA-
enabled Pangu system that exhibits superior performance,
with the availability and SLA standards matching those of
traditional TCP-backed versions. RDMA-enabled Pangu has
been demonstrated to successfully serve numerous online
mission-critical services across four years, including several
important shopping festivals.

1 Introduction
Alibaba Group [12] is a China-based multinational technology
company specializing in e-commerce, e-finance, and cloud
computing. Numerous companies, including Alibaba, have
moved their core business systems onto clouds. As a funda-
mental part of information technology (IT) infrastructure, a
cloud storage provides a storage service to tenants both inside
and outside the cloud provider. In 2009, Alibaba introduced
Pangu [18], a cloud storage system that has subsequently
played a crucial role in many Alibaba core businesses. As of
2020, Pangu has been deployed in hundreds of clusters, and
it has been managing hundreds of thousands of storage nodes.
Furthermore, it supports the real-time access to exabyte-level
data in numerous production environments.

In order to ensure comparability to local physical storage
clusters, a cloud storage system must meet the following
requirements:

(i) High performance: Small latency and high throughput
provide competitive advantages across many scenarios.

(ii) High availability: System disruptions incur significant
financial/reputation loss for both tenants and their cloud
providers.

(iii) Service-Level Agreement (SLA): A cloud storage system
must be resilient, and thus its performance should
gracefully downgrade when various software/hardware
failures happen.

The rapid advancement in storage media has left net-
working lagging behind, resulting in a major performance
bottleneck for new cloud storage generations. Networking
is not a problem for traditional storage systems built with
Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). However, the access latency
of current Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) disks
is at the microsecond level [50] and the total throughput
of a storage node can exceed 100Gbps. In contrast, the
latency of traditional network stacks (e.g., TCP/IP) can reach
milliseconds [13], while the bandwidth per kernel TCP thread
is only tens of Gbps at most [51].

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) running on
lossless fabrics offers a promising solution to the network
bottleneck in cloud storage. By implementing its entire
protocol stack on host NICs, RDMA is able to provide
both microsecond level access latency and a per-connection
throughput of approximately 100Gbps with almost zero
CPU consumption [23]. The application of RDMA over
Commodity Ethernet (RoCE) in data centers relies on the
Priority Flow Control (PFC) mechanism to provide a lossless
fabric.

In this paper, we present our experience in introducing
RDMA into Pangu’s storage networks (i.e., the network
among storage nodes). Our objective is to provide an RDMA-
enabled Pangu system that exhibits superior performance,
with availability and SLA standards equal to that of traditional
TCP-backed versions. Our experience spans 4 years and
will continue with the development of RDMA. We faced
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a number of challenges specifically related to cloud storage,
with additional problems associated with RDMA. We have
developed a number of solutions to allow for RDMA to
function in a production-level cloud storage, several of which
are engineering-level work-arounds. However, overcoming
the aforementioned RDMA issues proves to be a complicated
task. Here, we expose the practical limitations of the pro-
duction systems in order to facilitate innovative research and
applications in this area.

In addition to the performance, availability, and SLA
requirements, the deployment planning of Pangu at the
production scale should consider storage volume and hard-
ware costs. Following the availability-first principal, RDMA
communication is enabled only inside each podset [13]. Such
a podset contains a group of leaf switches, and all Top-of-Rack
(ToR) switches connected to these leaf switches. The podsets
are connected via spine switches. This setting is currently the
optimal balance between application demands, performance,
and availability/SLA control. Storage node configurations
are carefully planned to match the disk throughput with the
network bandwidth. We adopt the hybrid deployment of
RDMA/TCP in Pangu to exploit TCP as the last resort for the
system (§3).

The performance optimization aims to minimize la-
tency while maximizing throughput. We leverage software-
hardware co-design to minimize performance overhead. We
build a software framework in Pangu that integrates RDMA
with Pangu’s private user-space storage platform designed
for new storage media. By eliminating data-copy operations,
the latency of a typical block service request is reduced
to tens of microseconds. We observed that the memory
bandwidth becomes a bottleneck when upgrading Pangu to
a 100Gbps network. By exploiting the RDMA features and
offloading critical computations, Pangu is able to saturate the
underlying networks. Furthermore, we leverage a new thread
communication mode in Pangu to reduce the performance
pitfall caused by a large number of Queue Pairs (QPs, RDMA
connection abstraction) per node (§4).

Previous studies have reported the risks of large-scale
RDMA deployment [13]. RDMA-enabled Pangu clusters do
encounter such problems, including PFC deadlocks [13], PFC
pause frame storms, and head-of-line blocking [27, 44]. We
determined several PFC storms to be attributed to a previously
unexplored source that consequently invalidates an earlier
solution [13]. In order to guarantee availability, we apply the
escape-as-fast-as-possible design principle to handle PFC
storms. We bring up a fine-grained switching mechanism
between RDMA/TCP traffic in Pangu and it handles PFC
storms regardless of their causes (§5).

In order to meet the SLA standards, we adopt the design
principal of exploiting storage semantics whenever useful
in Pangu. By taking advantage of its ability to control the
application layer, Pangu performs the real-time checking and
alarming for a large number of storage service and network
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Figure 1: Pangu block storage service framework.

metrics. With the help of the dual-home topology feature,
we optimize the fail-over performance of Pangu by reducing
the connection recovery time. We also fix network problems
by exploiting application controls, for example, blacklisting
problematically connected nodes (§6).

We share our experience in adopting the RDMA-enabled
Pangu system and discuss several potential research directions
(§7). This system has successfully served numerous online
mission-critical services under the scope of Alibaba over the
past four years, including several important shopping festivals
(e.g., Double-11 [8]). Sharing our experience in integrating
RDMA into Pangu can be helpful for other RDMA-enabled
systems.

2 Background
2.1 Pangu in Alibaba Cloud
Pangu Framework. Pangu is a distributed file system
developed by Alibaba Cloud. Released in 2009, it plays a
major role in the core Alibaba businesses (e.g., e-business and
online payment, cloud computing, enhanced solid state drive
backed cloud disk, elastic compute service, MapReduce-like
data processing, and distributed database). In this paper, we
focus on the network features of Pangu.

Pangu provides numerous storage services, including
elastic block service, object storage service, store service,
etc. We take the block service as an example to demonstrate
the system framework. Fig. 1 presents the I/O workflows
of Pangu. Virtual block devices contain continuous address
spaces that can be randomly accessed by applications. A
Pangu client in a computing node organizes data into fixed-
sized (e.g., 32 GB) segments, while the BlockServers and
ChunkServers run on storage nodes. Each segment is aligned
to a BlockServer for I/O processing. On the BlockServers,
a segment is divided into blocks and replicated to the
ChunkServers, which are in charge of the standalone back-end
storage of the blocks and device management.

The BlockMasters manage metadata such as the mapping
between a segment and its located BlockServer and the Block-
Server’s living states. The PanguMasters manage the states
of the ChunkServers. These master nodes are synchronized
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using consistent protocols, such as Raft [36].
All data communication in Pangu is in the form of Remote

Procedure Calls (RPCs). Each ChunkServer initiates the RPC
clients/servers, and storage operations are performed by issu-
ing pre-registered RPCs. An RPC client can simultaneously
use different RPC channels (i.e., connections via RDMA,
kernel TCP, user-space TCP, or shared memory)according to
the required RPCs.
Cloud Storage Requires RDMA. The principal perfor-
mance metrics for storage services are read/write throughput
and access latency. Low latency and high throughput prove to
be advantageous for numerous application scenarios. Many
customers expect similar performance of the cloud storage to
that of the local physical storage. For example, the Alibaba
e-commerce database requires extremely low latency in order
to ensure fast responses due to the potentially large peak
number of transactions per second (e.g., 544,000 orders per
second at peak hours [8]). Moreover, the enhanced SSD
service promises 1 million IOPS, 4GB/s throughput, and
200µs latency for 4KB random writes [17].

The latency of traditional network stack (e.g., TCP/IP)
is generally within hundreds of microseconds [13]. The
maximum achievable TCP bandwidth per kernel thread can
reach tens of Gbps [51]. In contrast, the access latency
of current NVMe SSDs is only at the microsecond level,
while the read/write bandwidth of a single device is at the
GB/s level [49]. The total throughput of each storage node
(generally with 8-16 NVMe disks) can exceed 100Gbps and
the incoming Storage Class Memory (SCM, e.g., Intel 3D-
XPoint) can even achieve nanosecond level latency [35]. Thus,
networking is currently the primary performance bottleneck
for cloud storage.

RDMA is an alternative networking choice for cloud stor-
age. By implementing its entire protocol stack on host NICs,
RDMA provides both microsecond level access latency and
a per-connection throughput close to 100Gbps with almost
no CPU consumption [23]. RDMA has successfully been
integrated into numerous network-bottlenecked systems, for
example, key-value stores [22,33], distributed transactions [6,
24, 48], and graph queries [40], demonstrating an improved
performance compared with non-RDMA predecessors.

2.2 Challenges
Besides performance, availability and SLA are also critical
for a successful cloud storage system.
Availability. System disruptions incur significant finan-
cial/reputation loss for both tenants and their cloud providers.
In 2018, Amazon S3 experienced a system disruption that
lasted for 4 hours [2], affecting Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud , Amazon Elastic Block Store volumes, and AWS
Lambda [3]. This disruption also had an impact on tens
of thousands of websites built on the Amazon storage
service, including Netflix [34], Spotify [43], Pinterest [37],
and Buzzfeed [5]. Similar events have occurred with Google

Cloud and Microsoft Azure [4, 9].
Service-Level Agreement. Software and hardware failures
are extremely common in distributed systems. A cloud storage
system should exhibit graceful performance downgrade with
the occurrence of various failures. Distributed storage systems
include mature node monitoring and fail-over mechanisms.
A single storage node failure has a minimal impact on the
service quality. In our experience, the most challenging aspect
of ensuring a stable performance lies in the storage networks.
Network failures generally result in a larger affected range
compared to storage node failures.

In addition to its superior performance, customers of our
RDMA-enabled Pangu require the same levels of availability
and SLA standards to that of traditional TCP-backed versions.

2.3 State-of-the-art Work Do Not Fit
Unknown PFC Storm Sources. PFC runs under a hop-by-
hop mechanism, with the possibility of PFC storms, spreading
into the whole cluster. A PFC storm can seriously affect
cluster availability and is the most well-known issue of
RDMA. In 2016, Microsoft presented its experience in the
deployment of RDMA [13], where they revealed that a
bug in the receiving pipeline of an RDMA-capable NICs
(RNICs) causes PFC storms. The problem was fixed by
building watchdogs on the NICs and switches. However, we
identified an additional type of PFC storms that originates
from switches, implying the complexity of PFC storms with
multifarious sources. The Microsoft solution [13] fails to
solve this new problem (§5).
Practical Concerns that Limit Design Options. We are
not able to simply treat RDMA as a black-box and wait for
future research and technical advances to solve the current
problems. Despite the large number of recent studies [10, 22,
29, 33, 40, 48], a production-level comprehensive PFC-free
solution is still premature. The application of RDMA over
lossy Ethernet has been explored in previous work [7, 11, 15,
26], allowing for the bypass of the PFC mechanism. However,
such solutions rely on new hardware features.

The deployment of new hardware is a long process, with
several months or even years of testing, followed by the
subsequent introduction to business applications. For example,
the process of testing Pangu with CX-4 RNICs, a joint
collaboration with NIC providers, lasted for over two years.
There is a tension between the fast growth of new RDMA
demands and the long update cycles of new hardware. To date,
these PFC-free proposals are not mature enough for large-
scale business deployment, particularly for the availability
and SLA standard requirements of cloud storage systems.

Furthermore, large-scale industry deployment is generally
associated with multiple generations of legacy RDMA NICs.
For example, we have already deployed several Mellanox
NIC generations (e.g., CX-4, CX-5), with the number of
each reaching tens of thousands. It is operationally infeasible
and costly to replace all legacy NICs in the running nodes,
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Figure 2: Topology of Pangu.
Hardware 25Gbps 100Gbps

CPU Xeon 2.5GHz, 64 cores Xeon 2.5GHz, 96 cores
Memory DDR4-2400, 128GB DDR4-2666, 128GB ×3
Storage 1.92TB SSD×12 3.84TB SSD×14
Network CX-4 Lx Dual-port CX-5 Dual-port

PCIe PCIe Gen 3.0 PCIe Gen 3.0

Table 1: Example configurations of 25/100Gbps nodes.
while upgrading the firmware of tens of thousands of running
servers is both time-consuming and error-prone. Thus, the
need for new hardware features or firmware should be
minimized.
Domain Knowledge of Distributed Storage Should be
Exploited. Existing work largely ignores potential help
from the application layer. Storage service metrics, rather
than networking metrics, are a key concern for cloud service
applications. We take into account such storage semantics in
the design of Pangu when improving the engineering trade-
off and the decision making process for various networking
problems.

3 RDMA Deployment
3.1 Consideration in Deployment Planning
The deployment planning of storage clusters governs the
network topology, RDMA communication scope, storage
node configurations, etc. Multiple factors must be considered,
including matching the storage volume with demands, control-
ling hardware costs, optimizing performance, and minimizing
availability and SLA risks. The final outcome is a trade-off
among all these factors.

For example, Microsoft deploys RDMA at the scale of
an entire Clos network [13]. Thus, if not prevented, PFC
storms could spread across the whole network and bring down
an entire cluster. This amount of risk is unacceptable in a
production-level storage system.

3.2 Deployment Choices of Pangu
The key principle employed by our RDMA deployment is
availability-first.
Network and Node Configurations. Fig. 2 displays the
Clos-based network topology of Pangu. Consistent with the
common dual-home practice, we deploy Mellanox CX series
dual-port RNICs to connect a host with two distinct ToR
switches. In particular, two physical ports are bonded to a
single IP address. Network connections (e.g., QPs in RDMA)
are balanced over two ports following a round-robin fashion.

Total bandwidth TCP bandwidth ratio TX pauses
25Gbps 40% 0
30Gbps 45% 1Kpps
32Gbps 50% 8Kpps
35Gbps 46% 15Kpps

Table 2: TX pauses in hybrid RDMA/TCP traffic.

When one port is down, the connections on this port can be
migrated to another port.

Table 1 reports typical hardware configurations for 25Gbps
and 100Gbps RNIC storage nodes. The number of SSD per
node is determined by the total RNIC bandwidth versus the
throughput of a single SSD, allowing the I/O throughput to
match the network bandwidth. Note that the SSD types in the
25Gbps and 100Gbps configurations are distinct, resulting
in disproportional numbers. Computing and storage nodes
are deployed in different racks within a single podset. The
numbers of computing and storage nodes are then calculated
according to the computational demands.
RDMA Scope. In order to minimize the failure domain,
we only enable RDMA communication within each podset
and among storage nodes. The communication between
computing and storage nodes is performed via a private
user-space TCP protocol (Fig. 1). This is attributed to the
complex hardware configurations of computing nodes, which
update rapidly. Thus, TCP can be effectively applied as a
hardware-independent transport protocol. User-space TCP
is more convenient for upgrade and management compared
to kernel TCP, while kernel TCP is selected for cross-podset
communication due to its generality.

The production deployment is an additional concern
for podset-level RDMA. In many datacenters, podsets are
located in different buildings. For cross-building RDMA
links, the base link delay is much larger, while the PFC
mechanism requires much larger headroom buffer. In order to
enable RDMA, the PFC/ECN thresholds located on the spine
switches must be carefully adapted and tested. This is a tough
task and at present, does not result in sufficient gains.
RDMA/TCP Hybrid Service. To the best of our knowledge,
previous research on RDMA deployment does not explore
RDMA and TCP hybrid services. We keep TCP as the last re-
sort in Pangu following the availability-first principal. Despite
current progress, RDMA devices are far from flawless. Thus,
when either availability or SLA are threatened, switching
affected links from RDMA to TCP can maintain the available
bandwidth. This escape plan does not impact the unaffected
RDMA links.

However, during the hybrid deployment process, we deter-
mined that coexistent TCP traffic provoked a large number
of TX pauses (i.e., PFC pause frames sent by NICs), even
if RDMA/TCP traffic are isolated in two priority queues.
Table 2 reports the TX pause generation rate in Pangu under
different loads with approximately 50% TCP traffic. The tests
are performed on Mellanox CX-4 25Gbps dual-port RNICs.
Such a large number of TX pauses are detrimental to the
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Figure 3: RDMA/TCP hybrid deployment tests at different ratios (from 0% to 100% TCP).

performance and may result in PFC storms. We investigated
this problem together with Mellanox and determined that
the processing of TCP in the Linux kernel is highly I/O-
intensive. Kernel TCP initiates too many partial writes on
NICs’ PCIe bus. As the PCIe bandwidth is consumed, the
receiving pipeline of a NIC is slowed down. The buffer
overflows and the NIC subsequently begins to transmit PFC
pause frames.

In order to optimize the memory access of TCP, we make
several adjustments on the data access procedure. First,
disabling the Large Receive Offset (LRO) can reduce the
memory bandwidth usage. This is attributed to the access of
multiple cache lines when the LRO is enabled. Furthermore,
enabling NUMA also improves the efficiency of memory
accesses, which subsequently aids in relieving the pressure
of PCIe. We also allocate a larger buffer on the RNICs
for RDMA traffic to prevent TX pauses. Finally, making
application data cacheline-aligned is a common optimization
practice that improves memory efficiency [23].

3.3 Evaluation
We test several RDMA/TCP traffic ratios to investigate the
effects of RDMA/TCP hybrid deployment. Each computing
node runs FIO with 8 depths (inflight I/O requests), 8 jobs
(working threads), and 16 KB block size in order to write
virtual disks. Note that one write request on a BlockServer
generates three data replicas. We enable all optimizations
approaches detailed in §3.2 for the TCP kernel.

Fig. 3(a) depicts the BlockServer bandwidth with varying
RDMA/TCP ratios. The workload starts at 10 minutes with
100% RDMA traffic. Afterwards, in every 5 minutes, the
workload contains 10% more TCP traffic and 10% less
RDMA traffic. At 60, 65, 70 minutes we change the TCP
traffic ratio to 0%, 100%, and 0% respectively in order to
explore the performance of Pangu with quick traffic switching
between RDMA and TCP. The average BlockServer through-
put exhibits minimal reduction as the RDMA traffic ratio
decreases.

Fig. 3(b) presents the BlockServers’ average request
latency for the same workload as that in Fig. 3(a). The average

latency under 100% RDMA traffic is approximately half of the
latency under 100% TCP traffic, while the tail latency under
100% TCP is more than 10× larger compared to 100% RDMA
traffic. RDMA presents great latency advantages compared to
TCP. Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the average TX pause duration
per second for this workload. Only a limited number of TX
pauses are observed. When the TCP bandwidth ratio is around
50% at 30 minutes, the pause duration reaches a peak value.

Overall, these results demonstrate the stable performance
of our RDMA/TCP hybrid mechanism.

4 Performance Optimization
4.1 Performance Hurdles
The performance optimization of Pangu aims to minimize
latency while maximizing throughput.
RDMA-Storage Co-Design. Integrating the RDMA proto-
col stack with the storage backend is challenging. It must
cover key performance points such as thread modeling,
memory management, and data serialization. The thread
model directly affects latency due to communication costs
among threads. Well-designed memory management and
data serialization are key to achieving zero-copy during data
access. Here we present a brief introduction on the design of
these components for storage purposes.

The User Space Storage Operating System (USSOS) is
a unified user-space storage software platform that aims to
support new storage media such as NVMe SSD and persistent
memory. Its design principles (e.g., memory management,
shared memory mechanism, and user-space drivers) are based
on well-known user-space technologies (e.g., DPDK [19]
and SPDK [42]). Related tests reveal that enabling USSOS
in Pangu can improve CPU efficiency by more than 5× on
average.

As a central part of USSOS, the User Space Storage File
System (USSFS) is a high-performance local file system
designed for SSDs. By running in the user space, USSFS
is able to bypass the kernel to avoid user-/kernel-space-
crossing overhead. USSOS divides disks into “chunks” which
ChunkServer uses in its APIs (e.g., create, seal, and delete).
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Components Average Utilization Peak Utilization Maximum Physical Capacity
Physical CPU utilization ratio 66% 70% 100%
Memory read/write throughput 28GB/s / 29GB/s 33GB/s / 32GB/s 61GB/s in total (1:1 read/write)

SSD PCIe throughput (socket 0 + socket 1) 550MB/s + 550MB/s 1000MB/s + 1000MB/s 3.938GB/s + 3.938GB/s
Network PCIe RX throughput 10GB/s 11GB/s 15.754GB/s
Network PCIe TX throughput 8GB/s 9GB/s 15.754GB/s

Table 3: Measured resource utilization of Pangu in 100Gbps network with 1:1 read/write ratio.
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Figure 4: Potential triggering of data copying by CRC.

USSOS directly writes data and metadata to disks and uses
polling to perceive completion events. For different block
sizes, USSFS is able to improve IOPS by 4-10× compared to
the Ext4 file system.

A run-to-completion model is considered as the optimal
approach for the integration of the RDMA network stack with
the storage stack. This model has previously been explored
in studies discussing disaggregated storage (e.g., Reflex [25],
i10 [16]). However, these studies were published after the
introduction of RDMA to Pangu in 2017. Reflex and i10
focus on remote direct I/O while a ChunkServer in Pangu
is applied as a local storage engine for distributed storage.
Google’s Snap [31] leverages a separate network process
to unify network functionalities and reduce the number of
network connections.
Memory Bottleneck with 100Gbps networks. Deploying
100Gbps networks can achieve lower latency and higher
throughput. With faster network, now the memory throughput
becomes a bottleneck in our system.

In order to obtain the upper bounds of the memory
access throughput, we test the memory throughput using the
Intel Memory Latency Checker (MLC) tool [20]. Table 3
details the measured usage of the hardware resources. In
our test, the maximal achievable memory bandwidth is
61GB/s with a 1:1 read/write ratio. However, the aver-
age memory throughput with Pangu’s workload is already
29GB/s+28GB/s = 57GB/s. This indicates the memory to
be the bottleneck rather than the network.

By monitoring the memory usage in Pangu, we determined
that both the verification and data copy processes require
optimization. Data integrity is one of the most significant
features of distributed storage. We adopt Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) for application-level data verification in Pangu.
As shown in Fig. 4, the received data is split into chunks
of 4KB, with a 4B CRC value and a 44B gap added to
each chunk. This operation is a memory- and computation-
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intensive operation as the calculations are applied to the entire
dataset. The data are also copied when they are written into
the disks in order to include CRC footers. Copying is not
performed in other components due to the remote-memory
access semantic of RDMA.

Large Number of QPs. We used to adopt the full-mesh link
mode among running threads in Pangu in order to maximize
throughput and minimize latency (Fig. 6(a)). Assume that
each ChunkServer has 14 threads, each BlockServer has
8 threads, and each node contains both ChunkServers and
BlockServers. For the full-mesh mode in a cluster of 100
storage nodes, there could be 14×8×2×99 = 2,2176 QPs
in each node. RNICs’ performance drop dramatically for
large numbers of QPs due to cache miss [21]. In particular,
the number of RX pauses (i.e., PFC pause frames received) is
very high.

Previous studies have demonstrated the same issue [10,
23, 47]. In order to solve this problem, FaSST [24] shares
QPs among threads, which subsequently lowers the CPU
efficiency and performance due to the lock contention of
QPs between threads. An alternative heuristic is the inclusion
of a dedicated proxy thread that manages all receive and send
requests [41]. However, switching to/from a dedicated proxy
thread increases latency. Furthermore, it is difficult to saturate
the full network bandwidth with a single thread. Moreover,
the proxy solution is not transparent to the underlying RDMA
libraries.
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Figure 6: Different link modes for send/receive RPC requests

4.2 Designs

The designs related to performance in Pangu are based on
the principle of software-hardware co-design to minimize
performance overhead.
Storage-RDMA Unified Run-to-Completion Stack. We
adopt a run-to-completion thread model for both storage and
network to achieve low latency. Fig. 5 demonstrates the
procedure used to process requests. When a write RPC is
received by a node, the RNIC posts it to the user space via
DMA. The RPC framework obtains the request using polling
and subsequently hands it over to a ChunkServer module for
processing. The ChunkServer then informs USSFS to allocate
a “chunk” resource to the request. Finally, a user-space driver
interacts with NVMe SSDs to store the data. These operations
are generally performed in a single server thread without
thread switching. This run-to-completion model minimizes
the latency. In order to reduce the blocking time caused by
large jobs, large I/O requests are split into smaller requests
when submitted by applications. This optimization ensures a
quick response to I/O signals. An additional optimization
strategy for large I/O requests involves the passing of
auxiliary work (e.g., formatting and CRC calculation) to non-
I/O threads, where they are subsequently processed. These
optimizations reduce the average latency of a typical storage
request (e.g., 4KB size) to less than 30µs.

The data formats are unified as I/O vectors. An I/O vector
is transmitted without copying via a single RDMA verb
using scatter-gather DMA (the transfer of discontinuous data
through a single interruption) in network. Serialization is not
necessary due to RDMA semantics.
Zero-Copy & CRC Offloading. As discussed in §4.1, in
Pangu, data has to be copied once on the I/O path as each 4KB
chunk is verified and attached with a CRC footer. Here, we
leverage the User-Mode Memory Registration (UMR) [32]
feature of RNICs to avoid such data copy. UMR can scatter
RDMA data on the remote side through the definition of
appropriate memory keys. Thus, data can be formatted and
organized according to storage application formats. We use
UMR to remap the continuous data from the sender into an I/O

buffer at the receiver, which contains 4KB data, a 4B footer,
and a 44B gap in each unit. Following the CRC calculation,
the filled I/O buffer can be directly applied for disk writing.
Besides, the CRC calculation is able to be offloaded to
capable RNICs (e.g., Mellanox CX-5), thus lowering CPU
and memory usage. The 4KB data are posted to the RNIC
and the 4B CRC checksum is then generated.
Shared Link. We adopt the shared link mode, an effective
solution for reducing the number of QPs in Pangu. The shared
link mode is implemented in the application layer and leaves
RDMA libraries untouched. A correspondent thread in the
destination node is assigned to each thread in the source node
(Fig. 6(b)). The thread’s requests to the node are sent to its
correspondent thread, which subsequently dispatches requests
to correct target threads.

Consider a daemon with N threads, each thread polls N
request/response queues to obtain the requests/responses.
Note that there is only a single producer/consumer for each
request/response queue. Thus we use lock-free queues for
each request/response queue to avoid contention. According
to our test, this design adds approximately 0.3 µs latency.

In the shared link mode, there is resource overhead at
the correspondent thread during request dispatching when
the source thread sends too many requests. Pangu supports
shared groups, where threads in a node can be divided into
several groups. A correspondent thread only relays requests
for its group members. Returning to the previous example,
the number of QPs in the All Shared mode is now reduced to
(8+8)×99 = 1,584. If the threads are divided into 2 shared
groups, the number of QPs will be (8× 2+ 8× 2)× 99 =
3,168.

4.3 Evaluation
Zero-Copy & CRC Offloading. We use FIO with 16 jobs
and 64 I/O depth to test a virtual I/O block device on a single
ChunkServer. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates the memory bandwidth
usage (including read/write tasks) when UMR zero copy and
CRC offloading are used. The memory bandwidth usage is
reduced by more than 30%, revealing that these measures are
able to relieve the pressure of memory usage. Fig. 7(b) depicts
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Figure 7: Performance of UMR zero copy + CRC offloading

the improvement in throughput following the optimization.
The throughput of a single ChunkServer thread is improved
by approximately 200% for a block size of 128KB.
Shared Link. We tested the shared link mode with several
shared QP groups in a cluster of 198 computing nodes and
93 storage nodes. The background workload compromises
4KB random writes with 8 threads and 8 I/O depths. Fig. 8(a)
presents the throughput in the All Shared, 2 Shared Groups,
and 4 Shared Groups modes, whereby a performance trade-off
can be observed. The All Shared mode exhibits slightly lower
throughput but generates the lowest number of PFC pauses.
Note that the reduction in bandwidth at 5 and 24 minutes in
the All Shared mode is attributed to the garbage collection
mechanism in Pangu. Fig. 8(b) presents the TX pause duration
with 1, 2, and 4 Shared Groups, respectively. The lower the
number of groups, the fewer the PFC pauses are generated
due to the reduction in QP number. We use the All Shared
Group mode in our scale and configuration framework.

5 Availability Guarantee
5.1 PFC Storms
A New Type of PFC Storm. The PFC storm previously
discussed in [13] originates from the NICs, with a bug in the
receiving pipeline acting as the root cause. Fig. 9(a) depicts
the phases of this PFC storm: (1) The bug slows down the NIC
receive processing, filling its buffer; (2) the NIC transmits
the PFC pauses to its ToR switch in order to prevent packet
drop; (3) the ToR switch pauses the transmission; (4) the ToR
switch’s buffer becomes full and starts to transmit the PFC
pauses; and (5) the victim ports are paused and are unable to
transmit.

We encountered a different type of PFC storm when
operating RDMA in Pangu. The root cause is a bug in the
switch hardware of a specific vendor. The bug reduces the
switching rate of the lossless priority queues to a very low
rate. Fig. 9 compares the two types of PFC storms. As an
example, we assume that the bug occurs in a down port of a
ToR switch: (1) due to the low transmitting rate, the switch’s
buffer becomes full; (2) the switch transmits the PFC pauses
to the connected ports; and (3) the additional switches and
NICs stop the transmissions. The leaf switches and NICs

connected to this ToR switch receive continuous pause frames
and thus the storm spreads.
State-of-the-Art Solutions. Guo et al. [13] built a NIC-
based watchdog to continuously monitor transmitted pause
frames, disabling the PFC mechanism if necessary. In
addition, watchdogs were also deployed on the switches
for disabling the PFC mechanism when switches receive
continuous pause frames and are unable to drain the queuing
packets. The switches can subsequently re-enable PFC in the
absence of pause frames over a specific period of time. Thus,
PFC storms can be controlled via these two watchdogs during
phase (2).

However, this solution is unable to completely solve the
PFC storms originating from switches. In particular, the TX
pause watchdogs on the NICs will not work since the NIC
only receives PFC storms from the switches. Furthermore,
current switch hardware does not support the monitoring of
pause frame transmissions. If a storm occurs on a ToR switch,
even though the watchdogs on other switches are able to
stop its spread, the ToR switch will continue to send pauses
to end-hosts in the rack. The RDMA traffic via this ToR is
consequently blocked.
Challenges. This new type of PFC storms invalidates
Guo et al.’s solution, which focuses on insulating the PFC
pause sources to prevent the storm from spreading. This
methodology fails when the source is a ToR switch as all the
hosts in the ToR are paused by the storm. Therefore, in order
to achieve high availability, a general solution is required in
Pangu to handle all PFC storm types, particularly those with
unknown causes.

Ensuring the service quality of Pangu while simultaneously
solving PFC storms is challenging. PFC storm detection must
be timely and accurate to rapidly protect network traffic. In
terms of availability, the overall convergence time of the PFC
storm should be controlled to at most the minute level.

5.2 Design
Our design principle of handling PFC storms is escaping as
fast as possible. Despite new PFC storm solutions [11, 21,
26], we still resort to engineering-level work-arounds due to
practical considerations (§2.3).

In Pangu, each NIC monitors the received PFC pause
frames. For continuous pause frames, the NIC determines
the presence of a PFC storm. Two work-around solutions are
available for administrators in the case of a PFC storm.
Workaround 1: Shutdown. This solution, denoted as the
“shutdown” solution, shuts down NIC ports affected by PFC
storms for several seconds. The dual-home topology provides
an emergency escape for PFC storms, whereby QPs will
disconnect and connect again via another port. This method
works together with the optimization to reduce the length
of the QP timeout. This optimization is discussed further
in §6.2. Although this solution is simple and effective, it is
sub-optimal due to the loss of half of the bandwidth.
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Figure 8: Throughput and pause for different types of thread groups.
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Figure 9: Different types of PFC storms.

Workaround 2: RDMA/TCP Switching. In this solution,
the affected RDMA links in a PFC storm are switched to TCP
links. It compromises a more complex procedure compared to
the shutdown solution, yet it is able to maintain the available
bandwidth. We adopt a method similar to PingMesh [14] to
detect the RDMA links affected in PFC storms. At each T ms,
every worker thread picks a server and separately pings all
its threads via the RDMA and TCP links. If the RDMA ping
fails and the TCP ping succeeds for more than F times, the
traffic on this RDMA link is switched to the TCP link. Once
the RDMA ping has succeeded more than S times, the traffic
on the switched TCP link is switched back to the RDMA
link. For T = 10 ms and F = 3, bad RDMA links can be
detected in approximately 10 seconds in a podset of 100
storage nodes. By switching the RDMA traffic to the TCP
connections, the throughput can recover to more than 90% in
less than 1 minute.

5.3 Evaluation
We simulate PFC storms by injecting the aforementioned bug
into a switch for several cases, including the uplink/downlink
ports on the ToR and Leaf switches. The RDMA/TCP
switching solution exhibits strong performance for all cases.
Fig. 10 displays the results for a PFC storm originating from

a ToR switch downlink port. Note that the nodes inside the
ToR behave differently from nodes outside the ToR. We
choose two nodes (inside and outside the ToR) in order to
demonstrate the difference. In such a case, the pause frames
are transmitted to NICs and leaf switches directly connected
to the given ToR switch.

The shutdown solution shuts down the NICs via the
watchdogs in the occurrence of a fault due to excessive RX
pauses. RDMA links subsequently reconnect through another
NIC port, thus recovering traffic. Note that the counters of
Congestion Notification Packet (CNP) and PFC frames gradu-
ally increase since the system load (at 0 minutes) is larger than
the available bandwidth of a single port (25Gbps). The system
then reaches a new balance in approximately 30 minutes.
However, the shutdown solution has several limitations. For
example, computing node requests may not respond within
1 minute (known as I/O hang sensed by applications). The
downlink breakdown of a leaf or ToR switch can result in tens
to hundreds of hang requests. Furthermore, the shutdown of
ports is itself an aggressive action. Hundreds of ports may
be shut down due to unexpected pauses. This risk may itself
influence the availability of a large number of nodes.

The RDMA/TCP switching solution switches the RDMA
traffic that passes through the broken-down switch to TCP.
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Figure 10: Performance of two different solutions for PFC storms.

The RDMA links are then disconnected due to timeout. The
QPs are separately distributed over the server’s two NIC
ports, thus the RDMA links may need several attempts to
reconnect successfully. Note that although the pause storm
in the ToR is not terminated, it will not spread further as the
neighboring switch ports are transformed into the lossy mode
via the RX pause watchdogs. The traffic throughput is not
impacted during the migration to the TCP, and I/O hangs are
not present.

6 SLA Maintenance
6.1 SLA in Pangu
It is commonly-known that network failures are hard to locate
and repair. Network failure causes include mis-configuration,
hardware/software bugs, and link errors. For example, the
mis-configuration of the switch Access Control List (ACL)
may only affect a specific flow while other flows behave
normally [28, 45]. As a comparison, malfunctions occurring
at storage devices or nodes can generally be easily located.

Sometimes network failures may not be explicit. Ideally,
when a node breaks down, the heartbeat mechanism should en-
sure that the unavailability of service daemons (BlockServers
and ChunkServers) on the node are informed to their masters
(BlockMasters and PanguMasters). However, real situations
can be more complicated, failing to be detected with just
heartbeats. Connections may suffer intermittent packet loss
or long latency rather than simple break downs. We also

identified an interesting failure type involving a small number
of links that flap between up and down states for a short period
of time (e.g., several seconds). This results in an extremely
high tail latency for I/O requests, denoted as slow I/O (e.g.,
over 1 second for storage clients). Hundreds of slow I/Os
are observed daily for numerous reasons. Root causes of
link flapping include optical ports covered with dust, loose
physical interfaces, aging hardware, etc.
Previous Research on Network Failures. The majority of
previous studies focus on determining the location of network
failures (e.g., Pingmesh [14] and 007 [1]). These solutions
focus on the system network and can achieve the timely
discovery of network errors. However, it may still take hours
for engineers to manually check, fix, and replace the failed
switches and links. Cloud storage calls for a methodology
that integrates the storage and network function modules to
ensure stable service quality in failed cases.

6.2 Design
Our SLA design principle aims to exploit storage semantics
whenever useful. Distributed storage is designed with a
redundancy mechanism and its performance is measured via
the storage semantics. These semantics, such as data replicas
and distributed placements, can be leveraged during a failure
to improve system performance.
Network-Integrated Monitoring Service. Monitoring is
a necessary component of distributed systems. A compre-
hensive monitoring system is key for the safe deployment
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of RDMA in production storage systems, as well as reliable
performance.

Both configurations and counters must be monitored. NIC
configurations include system environments, PFC/ECN/QoS
configurations, and several link configurations. Pangu au-
tomatically checks, collects, and reports suspicious terms.
Inspecting potential mis-configurations can reduce configura-
tion and environment errors. For example, accidental reboot
and software upgrades may reset the QoS, PFC, DCQCN [52]
configurations and affect system performance. Monitoring
can discover such cases and help fix them in advance.

Counters include storage system performance coun-
ters (e.g., IOPS/latency) and network counters (e.g., CNP
sent/handled, TX/RX pauses, and RDMA errors on NICs).
Congestion control counters that exceed thresholds can result
in monitor daemons sending alarms to engineers for diagnosis
and repair. Monitoring both storage and network indexes
is crucial for the diagnosis of errors and for predictable
performance. Storage indexes such as tail latency, slow I/O,
and queuing time can directly reflect the status of a system.
Moreover, monitoring system performance also help locate
errors. For example, network features are unable to quickly
reflect the flapping problem described in §6.1. However, this
problem can be easily located by monitoring slow I/Os on the
endpoints of storage applications.
Faster Timeout for Connection Failures. The basic
solution to network failures is to reconnect through an
alternative path. Since we use dual-home topology, each
single point failure of the network can be bypassed using
a different path. Thus, the timeout duration of the QPs
is crucial in improving the system performance during a
failure. In the NIC manual, the timeout duration of QPs is
calculated as 4µs× 2timeout × 2retry_cnt, where timeout and
retry_cnt denote the retransmission timeout value and the
retransmission retry times respectively. Initially, this value
was a constant (approximately 16 seconds) configured in the
hardware and cannot be changed. In a combined effort with
the NIC providers, we were able to fix this bug. By using a
smaller timeout value for QPs, the action time required for
reconnecting during network failures was reduced by 4×.

An alternative work-around involves altering the connec-
tion path by modifying the source ports of the QPs (rather than
a direct reconnection). This can accelerate the link recovery
during a fail-over. However, effectively changing the QP
source port requires a more recent NIC firmware (MLNX
OFED 4.7 or newer) than what is currently deployed in Pangu.
We leave this challenge to future work.
Blacklist. We adopt blacklist in Pangu to further improve
the service quality in fail-over cases. BlockMasters collect
information on I/O errors (including timeout) and slow
I/Os from clients. If a BlockServer has a large number
of slow/error I/Os from multiple clients, the masters adds
it to the blacklist for a short period of time. The number
of clients and slow/error I/Os that triggers the blacklist is

configured according to the scale of the cluster. In order to
ensure reliability, the maximum number of BlockServers in
the blacklist is usually small (e.g., 3 hosts). This blacklist
mechanism temporarily isolates the BlockServers that provide
a poor service. The system performance is not affected and
engineers have sufficient time to fix the problems.

6.3 Daily Operation Scheme of Pangu
The daily operations of Pangu rely on these modules to
work together. The monitoring system collects and reflects
the status of Pangu. If abnormal network indicators or I/O
metrics are observed, the monitoring system attempts to locate
and report them to the administrators. For accidental failures
such as link errors, the small QP timeout shortens the time
required for failure recovery. The blacklist mechanism is able
to determine and isolate nodes with poor service quality. By
following these design and operator framework specifications,
our RDMA-enabled Pangu system has not experienced any
major faults in the last two years.

7 Experiences and Future Work

Monitoring NACK in Lossless RDMA. The operation of
RDMA over a lossless fabric is difficult due to PFC risks.
However, the lossless fabric increases the effectiveness of
NACK events as indicators of the network error location since
NACK is usually rare in a lossless fabric.

In order to detect and locate network problems, we build
a subsystem based on packet loss in Pangu. In particular,
Out-Of-Sequence (OOS) counters on RNICs and packet drop
counters on switches are gathered. A packet loss is classified
as either explicit or implicit based on whether it is recorded
by switch counters. The former is easy to locate by checking
the switch counters. However, determining the location of
the latter is complex as RNIC counters do not distinguish
between flows. By monitoring NACK in the networks, we can
extract flows’ five tuples and locate the root of a problem.
Building a System-Level Benchmark. To evaluate the
system network performance and SLA, a representative
benchmark must be constructed. Building the benchmark
based on just the network metrics is simple. However, storage
features such as replica completion time, slow I/O, and failure
recovery should not be ignored. To measure the storage
system performance and the SLA, we build a benchmark at the
storage service level. The system evaluation indexes include
FIO latency, IOPS, SLA with network errors, etc. Each
upgrade in Pangu (for network and other components) is
evaluated with the benchmark, allowing us to measure the
overall system performance.
Congestion Control for Fail-Over Scenarios. In §3, we
introduced the dual-home topology adopted in Pangu. Dual-
home topology is also crucial to fail-over cases since it
provides a backup path on NICs. However, we encounter
a problem when deploying dual-home topology in practice.
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According to our test, when one ToR switch is down, the
RX pause duration can increase to 200ms per second. This
is due to the transfer of the traffic from the broken ToR
switch to the other switch. DCQCN handles the traffic burst
poorly under this asymmetric topology. We adapt several
DCQCN parameters as a temporary solution and leverage the
fluid models [53] to analyze the available choices, including
canceling the Fast Recovery stage and extending the rate
increase duration. When removing the Fast Recovery stage
in DCQCN, the pause can be eliminated yet the flow tail
latency increases due to the slow recovery of the flow rate. In
contrast, extending the duration of the rate-increase can result
in a sharp reduction in the pause but only slightly increases
the flow tail latency. In our experience, extending the rate-
increase duration in DCQCN is effective for storage traffic
patterns. The bandwidth drops slightly while the number of
RX pauses is dramatically reduced.

This problem of DCQCN in fail-over scenarios (e.g., asym-
metric topology and traffic burst) indicates their important
role when designing congestion control. We adopt parameter
tuning to fix this problem at the price of a slight performance
loss. The storage network still requires a flexible, robust
and well-implemented congestion control mechanism that
functions well in all scenarios. In 2019, Alibaba designed
HPCC [30], a novel congestion control algorithm for the
RDMA network. Adapting and integrating HPCC with the
storage networks is left for future work.
Slow Processing of RDMA Read. The majority of large
RPCs in Pangu are transferred via RDMA READ. We
observed that when a NIC receives too much RDMA requests
within a short period, it will send out many PFC frames. This
is due to the slowed receiving process that results from cache
misses. When a NIC is preparing for an RDMA READ, it
accesses the QP context in its cache. Processing many RDMA
READs consumes an excessive amount of cache resources.
For slow RX rates, the NIC sends out PFC pause frames
to prevent packet drops. We are currently working with the
RNIC provider to solve this problem.
Lossy RDMA in Storage. Lossy RDMA is supported by
Mellanox CX-5 and CX-6 RNICs. Note that CX-6 supports
Selective Repeat (SR) retransmission. SR might be the
ultimate step required to effectively eliminate PFC. The
construction of lossy RDMA is a focal point for all RDMA-
based systems. We tested lossy RDMA with Pangu over an
extensive period and will deploy it for new clusters.

However, enabling the lossy feature with early generation
RNICs (e.g., CX-4) that have limited hardware resources and
do not support SR is hard, and many production RDMA-based
systems still host early generations RNICs.
NVMe-Over-Fabric. The ChunkServer data flow in Pangu
is processed by CPUs. However, with NVMe-Over-Fabric,
NICs can directly write the received data into NVMe SSDs.
This CPU-bypass solution can save CPU costs and reduce
latency. We are currently building our specialized storage

protocol (and corresponding hardware) based on NVMe-
over-Fabrics. A customized storage protocol for Pangu with
hardware support can allow for more flexibility and control.

8 Related Work
PFC in RDMA PFC storm is the most well-known issue
of RDMA. Several studies [11, 30, 52] focus on controlling
network congestion to reduce the numbers of generated PFC
pauses. DCQCN [52] is integrated in Mellanox RNICs. In
Pangu, we tune several parameters in DCQCN to improve its
performance in fail-over scenarios. However, PFC storms
still occur due to hardware bugs [13]. In this paper, we
present a different hardware bug that originates from switches.
Existing solutions to remedy PFC storms include deadlock
elimination [38] and performance optimization [46]. These
solutions require switch modification. In Pangu, we combat
PFC storms by switching affected links from RDMA to TCP
without the need for any switch changes.
System & Network Co-Design. Recently, there have been
increasing amount of work that adopts system and network co-
design, including RPC systems [21, 47], distributed memory
systems [39], key-value stores [22], distributed databases and
transaction processing systems [6], and graph-processing
systems [40]. We co-design our storage system and RDMA
in Pangu. To our best knowledge, we are the first to share
the experience of employing RDMA networks in large-scale
distributed storage systems.

9 Conclusions
As a distributed storage system, Pangu has provided storage
services to tenants both inside and outside of Alibaba for
over a decade. In order to overcome the challenges of rising
high-speed storage media and growing business requirements,
we integrate RDMA into the storage network of Pangu,
providing a common solution to different types of PFC storms.
This allows for the safe deployment of RDMA. Pangu has
successfully moved to a 100Gbps network by solving several
new problems, such as the memory bandwidth bottleneck and
QP number explosion. Furthermore, we improve the system
performance of Pangu in fail-over cases.
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